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by Henry Borenson

I n several schools and homes in
the Bucks County, Pennsylvania area,
glclt third graders and average fourth
graders have demonstrated a strong
in te res t  i n  l ea rn ing  n in th -g rade
algebraic concepts. Through a novel
approach, The Hqnds-On Equations'"
Learning Sysfem, these children are
able to solve such alqebraic l inear
equations as:

2 ( x + 4 ) + 1 = ! 1 + l Q
and

2 x  3 ( - x ) = 2 0 + x .

This article presents a rationale for
that program as well as an overview of
its scope, methods, and objectives.

Though beneficial for all school
children, the system is ideal for use with
e lemen ta ry  S l  c l t  o r  en r i chmen t
classes, third grade and up. It should be
noted that the program is not
necessarily an acceleration program,
a l t hough  i t  may  be  used  w i th
p r e c o c i o u s  c h i l d r e n  a s  a  f i r s t
introduction to algebraic concepts.
Rather, the program is designed to
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prov ide  young  ch i l d ren  w i th  a
successful introduction to important
a lgebraic  concepts and methods
th rough  a  game- l i ke ,  hands -on ,
toncrete approach to the subject.

Designed to stimulate a youngchild's
mathematical interests and enhance a
sense of self-esteem, the system works
by creating a physical model of the
abstract, formal world of algebraic
linear equations. And since young
children function best at the concrete
operational level, they can easily
experience success with equations and
concepts which may stump many ninth
graders who are taught by the
traditional abstract methods.

By providing young children with
successful introduction to algebraic
notation, methods, and concepts, the
stage is set for later success in formal
algebraic studies. For the g/c/t child,
the program may represent the child's
first introduction to a mathematical
system involving not only addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division
but also problem solving and logical and
strategic thinking. Many g/clt children
are challenged mathematically by the
program, some perhaps for the first
t ime in their school career. Others find

that what may have been a lagging
mathemat i ca l  i n te res t  has  been
stimulated anew.

The program may be used by
elementary g/c/t teachers or by a
parent working individually with a g/c/t
child. One of the interesting discoveries
made in implementing the program was
that some g/c/t children in the second,
third, and fourth grades were able to
learn the program essentially on their
own by reading the manual and
following along with their game pieces.
Elementary school teachers who have
used the program have done so without
the need for any inservice. Said one
third grade glc/tteacher, who used the
program with her class, "lt (the
program) eased my fears of algebra!"

The experience of these children and
teacher confirms the simplicity of the25
steps or lessons, encompassing three
levels, which take a young child having
no formal algebraic prerequisites to the
point where he/she is able to solve
easily and enjoyably such algebraic
linear equations as:

( L e v e l  l )  2  ( 2 x + 3 1  +  1 = J 1 +  l Q
(Level II) 2x 3 ( x) = 20 + x
(Leve l  I I I )  2x  -2  ( - x+4 )=  v+  ( -2 )



One class of fourth graders, con-
taining students with a wide variety of
abilities in math, was able to complete
the program by doing one lesson every
I or 2 weeks. Most lessons can be
completed within a half-hour time
period, and this includes giving
students an opportunity to solve the
worksheet problems at their desks
using the student kits. Some g/c/t
students as young as second and third
graders have been able to learn each
level directly from the manualwithin the
remarkably short time of one hour per
level!

It should be noted that these children
are not only able to solve correctly
these n inth-grade a lgebraic  l inear
equations, they are also able to
verbalize what they are doing and the
logic behind it. In other words, through
these concrete methods, the children
are developing a sound mathematical
sense about algebraic l inear equations
and how they work.

Gordon Chin, a 7-year-old nowgoing
into the third grade, was able to learn all
three levels on his own. He had to read
only a few of the lessons before he was
able to use those concepts to figure out
and discover other moves which
enabled h im to solve the more
advanced equations. But Gordon is an
unusual second grader. And although
he, and other second graders have
shown success with the program, it is
nonetheless recommended that the
program be used with g/c/t children
who are at least in the third grade.

This series of i l lustrations conveys
how children physically represent and
then solve algebraic l inear equations
using the Hands-On Equations'"
system. The equation chosen is the
equation selected above from Level I:

2 ( 2 x + 3 ) + x = 3 x + 1 0

In the first step of the process, the
child physically "sets up" the equation
using blue pawns and red numbered-
cubes. We note that the blue pawns
represent x's and the red numbered-
cubes represent the numerals in the
equation. Gordon has set up two blue
pawns and a red 3-cube to represent 2x
+ 3, and then he has doubled that to
represent the 2 outside the parenthesis
of2 (2x + 3); then he has added another
pawn to complete the left side of the
setup. On the right, he has set up three
blue pawns and a red l0-cube to
represent 3x + 10.

llltDS.0X
EQUtnoxs

In the next step, Gordon uses a legal
move: he removes three pawns from
the left side of the setup and three from
the right side of the setup, leaving a
simplif ied setup on the balance.

Finally, Gordon removes a 6 red-
cube value from each side of the setup,
leaving only two blue pawns on the left
side, and a red 4-cube on the right.

From here, Gordon easily sees that
each pawn has a value oI 2. Hence the
solution to the init ial equation is x = 2.
Next, Gordon checks his answer by
setting up the init ial equation one more
time. Since each pawn is worth 2, the
left side is worth 16 and so is the right
side. Gordon then writes, "Check 16 =
l o .

This example, taken from the early
part of the program, conveys the flavor
o f  t he  app roach :  The  ch i l d ren
physically represent given equations
using pawns and numbered cubes; they
then solve them using a series of
physical /egol moves; and finally, they
check their solutions in the init ial
setups.

Similar methods are used with the
more advanced equations of Levels II
and III. In these levels, white pawns are
used to represent -x and green
numbered cubes are used to represent
negative integers. The setup for the
equation

5 + 3 ( x )  * x = 2 x + ( 1 5 )

is shown on the cover of this issue using
the teacher's demonstration scale and
demonstration game pieces.

It will be noted that with this program
a child physically carries out what a
student in a traditional ninth-grade
algebra course would carry out
abstractly. We saw, for example, that
Gordon removed three blue pawns
from each side of his setup instead of
subtracting three x's from each side of
the abstract equation. Hence, the child
is building a sound sense of important
a lgebraic  pr inc ip les,  such as the
sub t rac t i on  p rope r t y  o f  equa l i t y
(although this term is never used)
through concrete means. Furthermore,
the child finds learning about algebraic
l i nea r  equa t i ons  th rough  these
methods to be quite natural. Seymour
Papert, (1980, p.7) in his classic book
Mindstorms, relers to the concept of
"Piagetian learning." This is the natural
kind of learning through which we all,
for example, learn to speak as young
children. In a similar manner, a hands-
on system represents a physical
microworld enabling the young child to
acquire easily and naturally significant
algebraic concepts.

Another important benefit of the
program is worth noting. Steven
Bilheimer, age 9, was also able to learn
the entire program on his own by
reading the manual, while in the third
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grade. When presented with the
Optional Lesson #26, which interrelates
the concrete and pictorial methods of
the program with the traditionalwritten
methods for solving algebraic l inear
equations, Steven had merely to read
one example of the correspondence.
He was then able to solve all the other
equations of the lessons without
resorting to either the pawns or the
pictorial notation introduced in the
program.

S t e v e n ' s  e x p e r i e n c e  v i v i d l y
illustrates a principle which Maria
Montessor i  referred to as " the
spontaneous rise from the concrete to
the abstract" (Standing, 1966, p.51). In
other  words,  Steven's  hands-on,
concrete, and pictorial experiences
with algebraic concepts were such that
he needed very little lift to enable him to
rise to the abstract level of solving
algebraic linear equations. His concrete
experiences had provided him with a
strong and sound understanding of
fundamental algebraic concepts and
methods. To move to the traditional

written solution was a very insignificant
step for Steven.

And yet, how different is Steven's
successful experience, though a third
grader, from that of many ninth graders
who have to learn to work with
algebraic linear equations without the
benefit of the hands-on, concrete, and
pictorial experiences which Steven
had? Steven's own sister, as a ninth
grader, failed algebra. It was totally
foreign to her. It was an incom-
prehensib le,  abstract  subject  wi th
rules, making very l itt le sense, which
had  to  be  memor i zed  and
memorization was not her strength.
She had never had any preparation for
algebra in the earlier grades.

Often, at the ninth-grade level,
teachers do not consider concrete
methods appropriate. They are not
aware of the tremendous power
concrete methods offer. So, the
preferred model for teaching a concept
(concrete -r pictorial --+ abstract) is
bypassed in most ninth-grade algebra
c l a s s r o o m s .  T h e  s t u d e n t s  a r e

presented at once with concepts at the
abstract, formal level. For those
students who cannot easily memorize
rules and carry them out as per the
teache r ' s  d i rec t i ons ,  a lgeb ra  as
traditionally taught can be a difficult
subject.

Elementary school children using a
successful, hands-on, experience in
algebraic linear equations can develop a
positive mind-set and expectation for
success in later formal, algebraic
studies. For the g/c/t child, such a
hands-on approach can open up the
world of algebraic linear equations for
all i ts fascination, challenge, and
mystery.
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FromOurReaders'
Let metellyou,GGT

Reader Ginsberg Writes

The Gilted Child Today
c/o GCT. Inc.
P.O. Box 6448
Mobile, Alabama 3660-0448

I don't care that you chose to change the
publication's name. I  do care that you've
changed your standards!

I have trouble recalling (and I was a
charter subscriberl) an art icle so ful l  of
puffery and lacking in substance as Sylvia B.
Rimm's "Marching to the Beat of a Different
Drummer" (January/February, 1987). To
compound the insult, her article is merely a
thinly-veiled attempt to advertise her own
materials - an attempt that will surely
backfire if one assumes that her materials
are as vacuous as her article.

Speaking of vacuous articles, what was
the purpose of including Richard Bothmer's
"Top Plays of the Summer?" Some of us
work at delivering services to children
rather than at traveling from Guam to
workshops all over the mainland (probably
at taxpayer expense!).

Of equal concern is the profusion of
typographical and usage errors that appear
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in your magazine with increasing frequency.
Some examples from your [same] issue:
conscious-ro isers for  consciousness-
raisers, uisably for uisibly, deuestating f.or
deuostating. . . .

I trust that you get my point, even though
I haven't yet finished reading the entire
issue. A magazine dedicated to excellence
should promote it through exemplars in
both substance and form.

Robert A. Ginsberg, Supervisor
Programs for the Gifted and Talented
East Brunswick, NJ

Author Rimm Responds

Marching to the Beat of a Different
Drummer - Surely Mr. Ginsberg must be
crit icizing some other article. Those
children are real and represent a sample of
the many highly cr eatiue children we help at
the Clinic. Two of those three coses upon
which the article is based continue to
perform up.to their ability four years after
their discharge t'rom very brief individual
and parenting therapy. The high school
student improved olso, buf her situation
was more extreme. Howeuer, she did

graduate t'rom hish school instead ol
"dropping out" which was one of our initial
concerns. We help dozens of such children
on a regular bosr's ond want to share our
techniques. Why is that put't'ery?

As to your accusation of advertisement
for GIFT and GlFFl, these are carefully
researched inuentories which we use in our
Clinic and which are used in many schools.
They are described in two sentences, /ess
than 1% ol the article - that's a 99o/" thick
ueil. Vacuous is o good word t'or describing
empty crificism. More important, howeuer,
I leel some disfress that a git'ted program
superuisor is not more sensifiue and aware
that the cases l'ue described represent real
problems of creatively git'ted children.

Syluia Rimm, Director / Psychologis/
Family Achieuement Clinic
Oconomowoc. WI

Author Bothmer Responis

Top Plays of the Summer - Sure/y ii is
not the letter writer's posifion that
workshop particrpation is a t'riuiious activity
which sleols time from "deliuering


